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Having studied many different conceptions about what morality is ���
and how to determine right actions from wrong ones,  

•  we’ll now meditate on what role morality should play in our lives:  

–  Should we try to be morally perfect?  
–  If not, how do we balance our moral efforts with other aspirations? 

 

    Susan Wolf (1952 – present) asks us to consider ���
    what it would be like to be a “moral saint”: ���
    “a person whose every action is as morally good as possible ���
    . . . who is as morally worthy as can be”. 

 

»  She will argue that “moral perfection…does not constitute ���
a model of personal well-being toward which it would be ���
particularly rational or desirable for a human being to strive.”  

•  In discussions of ethics, “it is generally assumed that one ought to be ���
as morally good as possible and that [the] limits…to morality’s hold on us ���
are set by features of human nature of which we ought not to be proud.” (419) 

–  Wolf will show that this assumption conflicts with common sense, ���
and that we need not be ashamed of falling short of moral perfection. 
Ø “…a person may be perfectly wonderful without being perfectly moral.” 2	  



Wolf asks: “Consider first what…would count for us ���
– contemporary members of Western culture – as a moral saint. 
 

•  A necessary condition of moral sainthood would be that ���
one’s life [is] dominated by a commitment to improving ���
the welfare of others or of the society as a whole.” 

–  (One could not be a moral saint unless promoting the welfare ���
of others takes priority over other pursuits in one’s life.) 

» Moreover, “…a moral saint must have ���
and cultivate those qualities which are apt to allow [them] 
to treat others as justly and as kindly as possible.  

•  [They] will be patient, considerate, even-tempered, ���
hospitable, charitable in thought as well as deed.  

•  [They] will be very reluctant ���
to make negative judgments of other people.  

•  [They] will be careful not to favor some people over others ���
on the basis of properties they could not help but have.” (420) 

Ø Perhaps no living or historical individual ���
fully embodies this ideal.  
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There are two ways to imagine the moral saint, ���
differing in the motivation for their saintliness: 
•  the Loving Saint is motivated by a passion for morality,���

while the Rational Saint is motivated by a sense of moral duty. 

–  For the Loving Saint, “the promotion of the welfare of others ���
[plays] the role that is played for most of us by the enjoyment of 
material comforts, the opportunity to engage in the intellectual ���
and physical activities of our choice, and the love, respect, ���
and companionship of people whom we love, respect, and enjoy. 

»  The happiness of the [Loving] moral saint, then, ���
would truly lie in the happiness of others, and so he would ���
devote himself to others gladly, and with a whole and open heart.” 

 

–  “…On the other hand, a [Rational] moral saint [is] someone ���
for whom the basic ingredients of happiness are not unlike ���
those of most of the rest of us. 

–  What makes him a moral saint is rather that ���
he pays little or no attention to his own happiness in light of ���
the overriding importance he gives to the wider concerns of morality. 

»   …[the Rational Saint] sacrifices his own interests to the interests 
of others, and feels the sacrifice as such.” (420) 4	  



However, for both types of moral saints, 
Ø  “…there comes a point in the listing of virtues ���

that a moral saint is likely to have where ���
one might naturally begin to wonder ���
whether the moral saint isn’t, after all, ���
too good…for his own well-being. 

–  For the moral virtues, …all present ���
in the same individual and to an extreme degree, ���
are apt to crowd out the nonmoral virtues, ���
as well as many of the interests and ���
personal characteristics that we generally think���
contribute to a healthy, well-rounded, richly-developed character.” 

•  A moral saint won’t have the time or interest to cultivate interests ���
or traits that have nothing to do with kindness or justice, but still may be 
worthwhile to pursue; like reading great literature, keeping up with ���
current events, learning to play an instrument, playing a sport…) 

»  “Although [none of these] could be claimed to be ���
a necessary element in a life well-lived, ���
…a life in which none of these possible aspects of character ���
are developed may seem to be a life strangely barren.” (421) 5	  



So, practically speaking, “a moral saint cannot, ���
in general, encourage the discovery and development ���
of significant nonmoral interests & skills”: 
•  not only because there aren’t enough hours in the day, ���

but also because there is a “substantial tension between ���
having any of these qualities unashamedly and being a moral saint.” (421) 

»  E.g., a moral saint could not take part ���
in enjoying dark, cynical humor, ���
because that “requires that one take an attitude of resignation and 
pessimism toward the flaws & vices to be found in the world”, ���
(whereas sainthood means one “should try to look for the best ���
in people, give them the benefit of the doubt as long as possible, ���
try to improve regrettable situations ���
as long as there is an hope of success”).  

•  video: bit.ly/1ZXDm9m 

»  Enjoying fine dining, art, or sports would be impossible ���
because it would mean indulging in unnecessary pleasures ���
while one’s time & money could be better spent. 
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•  So, “A moral saint will have to be very, very nice.���
It is important that [they] not be offensive.  
–  The worry is that, as a result, [they] will have to ���

be dull-witted or humorless or bland.” (422) 

•  Hence, a moral saint is unlikely to be ���
the kind of person we’d want to be around. 
–  “…there seems to be a limit to ���

how much morality we can stand.” (423) 

But a bigger worry about moral saints is that ���
they don’t really understand how to make the most of their lives. 

–  “Morality itself does not seem to be a suitable object of passion. 
•  …when one reflects on the Loving Saint ���

easily and gladly giving up his [concert tickets or his iPhone] ���
or his hot fudge sundae at the drop of the moral hat,  
–  one is apt to wonder not at how much he loves morality, ���

but at how little he loves these other things. …if he can give these up ���
so easily, he does not know what it is to truly love them.  

»  There seems…to be a kind of joy which ���
the Loving Saint…is incapable of experiencing.” (424) 7	  



“The Rational Saint, on the other hand, might retain ���
strong nonmoral and concrete desires – he simply denies 
himself the opportunity to act on them.  

•  But this is no less troubling. …[They may have] ���
a pathological fear of damnation…or ���
an extreme form of self-hatred that interferes ���
with [their] ability to enjoy the enjoyable in life. 

In other words, the ideal of a life of moral sainthood ���
disturbs not simply because it is an ideal of a life in which morality unduly dominates”;  
 

Ø  What’s amiss with moral sainthood is that ���
“The normal person’s direct and specific desires for objects, activities, ���
and events that conflict with the attainment of moral perfection ���
are not simply sacrificed but removed, suppressed, or subsumed.”  

–  Moral action may be more admirable when it’s performed���
 in spite of desires that create real temptation to do otherwise. 

–  A life from which all our nonmoral desires are eliminated or ignored ���
might not be worth living, because it basically deprives us of a individual identity. 

•  Moral sainthood seems to require “either the lack or the denial ���
of the existence of an identifiable, personal self.” (424) 8	  



Wolf clarifies that “the fact that the models of moral saints are unattractive ���
does not necessarily mean that they are unsuitable ideals. 
 

•  Perhaps they are unattractive ���
because they make us feel uncomfortable ���
– they highlight our own weaknesses, vices, and flaws. 

–  If so, the fault lies not in the characters of the saints, ���
but in…our [own] unsaintly selves. 

–  To be sure, some of the reasons behind ���
[our aversion] for the model of moral sainthood have to do with ���
a reluctance to criticize ourselves to trying to give up activities ���
and interests that we heartily enjoy.  
»  These considerations might provide an excuse for the fact ���

that we are not moral saints, but they do not provide a basis ���
for criticizing sainthood as a possible ideal.” (426) 

Wolf is saying that it could still be the case ���
that we ought to strive to be moral saints, ���
even if we don’t like the idea of it very much. 
 

•  Not everything that we ought to do is desirable. 
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•  Moreover, “The fact that the moral saint ���
would [lack] qualities which…we like to have does not in itself ���
provide reason to condemn the ideal of the moral saint.”  
–  (After all, we might not have good reasons ���

for wanting to have the qualities that the moral saint lacks.) 

Ø “[But] the fact that some of these qualities…are qualities ���
we ought to like does provide reason to discourage this ideal ���
and to offer other ideals in its place.  

 

 

–  In other words, some of the qualities ���
the moral saint necessarily lacks are…nonmoral virtues. 

–  In general, the admiration of and striving toward ���
achieving any of a great variety of forms of personal excellence ���
are character traits it is valuable and desirable for people to have.  

»  In advocating the development of these varieties of excellence, ���
we advocate nonmoral reasons for acting,  

»  and in thinking that it is good for a person ���
to strive for an ideal that [includes nonmoral] virtues,  
Ø we implicitly acknowledge the goodness of ideals 

incompatible with that of the moral saint.” (426)  10	  



So, though ethics seems to suggest that we ought to try to be moral saints, 

Ø  a look at what we value in a human life indicates that ���
a life devoted exclusively to morality is not really a life worth striving for. 

–  Wolf concludes that “moral ideals do not, ���
and need not, make the best personal ideals. 

•  …it seems to be an ethical fact that we have unlimited potential to be 
morally good, and endless opportunity to promote moral interests.  

–  But this is not incompatible with the not-so-ethical fact that ���
we have sound, compelling, and not particularly selfish reasons ���
to choose not to devote ourselves [exclusively] ���
to realizing this potential or to taking up this opportunity.” 

 
 

Wolf suggests that a worthwhile life: 
•  balances morality with the pursuit of other forms of excellence,  
•  and allows us to develop an individual identity ���

characterized by personal interests and desires. 

Ø  But if a worthwhile life falls short of moral perfection, ���
how much ought we to dabble in moral imperfection? 
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Wolf concludes (p. 435-9): 
 

•  “In pointing out the regrettable features ���
and the necessary absence of some desirable features in a moral saint, ���
I have not meant to condemn the moral saint or the person who aspires to be one.”  

–  She just means to show that there are alternative ���
(and more reasonable) models we could use for an ideal human life. 

•  “…The role morality plays in the development of our characters ���
and the shape of our practical deliberations need [not] be…that of ���
an ever-present filter through which all other values must pass.” 
–  Of course morality is important (perhaps the most important thing), ���

but “our values cannot be fully comprehended on the model ���
of a hierarchical system with morality at the top.” 
•  It’s hard to make sense of human actions under the assumption ���

that we are always governed by moral considerations ���
– obviously, a lot more than that is in play. 

•  “It is misleading to insist that one is permitted to live a life ���
in which the goals, relationships, activities, and interests ���
that one pursues are not maximally morally good.  
–  For our lives are not so comprehensively subject ���

to [a moral] requirement that we apply for permission [to do otherwise], ���
and our nonmoral reasons for the goals we set ourselves are not excuses…” 12	  


